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Abstract

We study electoral accountability in a dynamic environment with complete in-

formation. As our normative benchmark, we take the solution of the dynamic

programming problem facing the representative voter as if he chose policy di-

rectly. There always exist equilibria in which the politician type corresponding

to the voter is accountable, in the sense that these politicians achieve the ide-

alized benchmark; and when politicians are highly office motivated, there exist

equilibria in which all politician types are accountable. We demonstrate that

challenges to electoral accountability stem from multiple equilibria with un-

desirable normative properties, and we give two examples of novel political

failures in a model of dynamic public investment. We do not allow the voter

to commit to an optimal re-election rule; nevertheless, we identify a class of

responsive voting equilibria such that voter welfare converges to the idealized

benchmark as the voter becomes patient for every selection of such equilibria.

Keywords: Electoral Accountability; Dynamic Games; Representative Voter

1 Introduction

The electoral process has the potential, by subjecting incumbents to periodic review

by voters, to discipline office holders and bring policy choices in line with voters’

preferences. This is so even if politicians do not share these preferences, so long
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as the value of holding office provides a sufficient incentive for incumbents to put

aside their own policy preferences and to compete with the option of a challenger.

When elections take place in a dynamic environment, two challenges to the efficacy

of elections present themselves, both stemming from the absence of intertemporal

commitment. First, in any given election, candidates may find it difficult to make

credible promises about their policy choices in future environments, so that even a

candidate who would be willing to bind herself to popular policies in order to gain

re-election has no way of doing so. Second, voters also have no way of committing

to future re-election standards, so they cannot incentivize politicians by offering re-

election in exchange for desirable policies. Because office holders’ expectations of

future electoral prospects drive their current actions in office, and because voters’

expectations of politicians’ future policy choices drive their current electoral decisions,

political accountability is inherently vulnerable to this dual commitment problem.

Problems of commitment are well known in political economy and have been

explored in citizen-candidate models of elections (Besley and Coate (1997); Osborne

and Slivinski (1996)), the determination of macroeconomic policy (Alesina (1987)),

and democratic transitions (Acemoglu and Robinson (2000)). Dynamic models are

particularly important in applications, but they raise difficult issues surrounding the

existence and characterization of Markovian equilibria, as the choices of one actor

can influence the value of a state variable, and this can in turn affect the choices of

future actors. These difficulties are multiplied by the complexity of dynamic electoral

incentives, for an office holder typically needs to choose between policies that satisfy

the voters’ standard for re-election on the one hand, and policies that sacrifice office for

short-run gains on the other, which introduces a non-convexity into her optimization

problem. As a consequence, equilibrium existence can depend on mixing between

“shirking” (choosing the politician’s best policy and being removed from office) or

“compromising” policy to meet the bar for re-election. Furthermore, the calculus of

both voters and politicians must be forward-looking and take into account the impact

of current policy choices on future policy. In sum, dynamic models of elections present

a steep analytical trade off between tractability and generality of the model.

We analyze a dynamic framework for elections that develops the standard citizen-

candidate approach in a parsimonious yet general way: in each period, a politi-

cal/economic state is given, and an incumbent office holder chooses policy from a

feasible set; then a challenger is drawn and an election is held; and then a new state
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is realized, and so on. In the spirit of citizen-candidate models, we preclude commit-

ment by either politicians or voters. We allow for rich, dynamic environments with

an arbitrary compact metric space of policies, an arbitrary, finite set of states,1 an

arbitrary, finite set of citizen types, any continuous stage utilities, and any continuous

transition probabilities on the state and the challenger’s type. To examine the effec-

tiveness of elections when the linkage across periods is through the political/economic

state variable, we abstract from private information about office holders’ types: in

contrast to much work on electoral accountability, we assume that a politician’s type

is publicly observed once she takes office. This shuts down signaling incentives, and

it allows us to focus on dynamic incentives of politicians, who can use current policy

to influence the calculus of voters and the choices of future politicians—our main

channel of interest. We do allow, however, for ex ante uncertainty about the chal-

lenger’s type, so that voters may have less information about a challenger relative to

the known incumbent prior to an election.

We begin with the observation that in general dynamic environments, the repre-

sentative voter’s policy preferences are state dependent, so that if policy choices affect

the evolution of the state, then the appropriate normative benchmark is not simply

the voter’s static ideal point. Rather, it is the value of the dynamic programming

problem facing the representative voter as if he chose policy directly, and the ana-

logue to the median ideal policy is the set of policy rules that solve this representative

dynamic programming problem. We establish the existence of an electoral equilibrium

such that the congruent politician type, i.e., the politician type corresponding to the

voter, is accountable, in the sense that she uses a strategy that solves the representa-

tive dynamic programming problem and is always re-elected.2 We also observe that

if politicians have sufficiently high office incentives, then there is an equilibrium in

which all politician types are accountable. These results raise several questions: Can

there be equilibria in which electoral incentives prevent congruent politicians from

choosing voter-optimal policies? If so, are there conditions under which elections will

discipline congruent politicians to choose optimally for the voter? And if so, does this

force non-congruent politicians to also choose policies that are acceptable to the voter?

1Our results extend to the model with a countably infinite set of states in a straightforward way.
2We assume a state-independent representative voter type for simplicity. Duggan and Forand

(2021) show that equilibrium existence extends to the model with state-dependent representative

voters, and they give sufficient conditions for the existence of a representative voter in each state.
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Before addressing these questions, we emphasize that our framework stacks the

deck against accountability: we do not allow politicians to commit to policies prior

to taking office, and we do not allow the voter to commit to a re-election rule to

optimize the performance of politicians. In the one-period model, familiar from the

literature on citizen-candidates, this combination of assumptions implies that the

incentives of politicians are trivial, as the elected politician simply chooses her ideal

policy before the game ends: this means that congruent politicians choose optimally

for the voter, while politicians with different ideal points do not. But when the

horizon is extended (either finite or infinite), the incumbent’s policy choice in all but

the final period can influence future states, and therefore the policy choices of future

politicians. Moreover, because the incumbent may be more desirable to the voter in

some states than in others, and because her policy choice can affect the distribution

of the challenger’s type, the incumbent’s policy choice also influences the voter’s

decision. The incentives of an incumbent are complex, and it is unclear whether or

when they would align with the preferences of the voter.

The dynamic linkage between periods, which arises naturally in the absence of

commitment or any form of pre-electoral politics, can lead to new forms of political

inefficiency through state manipulation by incumbents. We show that if politicians

are office motivated and the evolution of the state depends on policy choices, then

there can exist equilibria in which a congruent politician chooses policies that are

harmful to the voter (and herself) in order to increase her chances of retaining office,

a phenomenon we refer to as the curse of ambition. In such examples, the politi-

cian is trapped by the expectations of the voter and forced to choose between the

voter-optimal policy, which leads to removal from office, or a suboptimal policy that

ensures victory. Underlying this pathology is the dual commitment problem we high-

lighted at the outset, which leads to coordination failure between the voter and the

congruent politician. We therefore explore the welfare properties of a smaller class of

equilibria in which the re-election strategy of the voter is more tightly connected to

the choices of congruent politicians, in the following sense: in each state, a congruent

politician is re-elected if the voter’s discounted payoff strictly exceeds a threshold, and

there is at least one policy that satisfies the threshold and guarantees re-election of

the incumbent. This restriction on voting strategies integrates components of retro-

spective and prospective voting from the literature on voting behavior, and we term

it k-responsive voting. We establish that in a k-responsive voting equilibrium, the
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voter and congruent type overcome the commitment problem, and the strategies used

by these politicians are optimal policy rules for the voter. Exploiting the dynamic

environment of our framework, we show that this, in turn, leads to an asymptotic ac-

countability result: given any sequence of k-responsive voting equilibria as the voter

becomes patient, the expected (normalized) discounted payoffs of the voter converge

to the optimal value of the representative dynamic programming problem.

For non-congruent politicians, differences in preferences can easily lead to equilib-

ria in which the politicians do not choose optimally for the voter. In fact, the scope

for state manipulation can create a political hold-up problem, in which incumbents of

all non-congruent types are re-elected, despite choosing policies that are undesirable

for the voter, even if the congruent type herself is accountable. Although perhaps

surprising, the intuition for this possibility lies in the fact that once a policy is cho-

sen in a given state, whether or not it is bad for the voter, that cost is sunk; the

relevant consideration for the voter is the distribution over policies implied by that

choice, and the expected performance of politicians in those states. This allows us

to support an equilibrium in which a non-congruent incumbent chooses policies that

are undesirable for the voter, but is nevertheless re-elected, because the next state

is likely to be one in which other non-congruent types are even worse in expecta-

tion. We then extend the notion of responsive voting to all types, and we define a

responsive voting equilibrium as one such that the voter gives each type a threshold

that is sufficient for re-election, and such that each politician type has at least one

policy that achieves her threshold. When office incentives are high, we establish that

the asymptotic accountability of congruent politicians serves to discipline all other

types: given any sequence of responsive voting equilibria as the voter becomes patient,

the policy choices of all politician types converge to solutions of the representative

dynamic programming problem.3

We illustrate our positive results and the possibility of political failures in a model

of public investment that serves as a vehicle for examples throughout the paper. This

special case of our framework augments the classical spatial model with a state vari-

able that evolves stochastically as a function of a one-dimensional policy choice. We

interpret the state as the level of a discrete stock of a durable public good that depre-

ciates stochastically, and we interpret the policy choice as a level of public investment

3We also show that exact optimality holds in responsive voting equilibria, regardless of the voter’s

discount factor, when office benefits are high and the state transition is independent of policy.
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that shifts probability toward states in which the stock of public good is high. For

tractability, we assume that stage utilities are quadratic, that there are just two states,

and that the transition probability is linear in the level of investment. Because the

voter’s optimization problem is strictly concave, there is a unique optimal policy rule

that specifies a particular level of investment in each state, and our functional form

assumptions allow us to solve the representative dynamic programming problem an-

alytically. Unless the voter is myopic, the optimal policy in any state strictly exceeds

the voter’s stage ideal point, reflecting the value of maintaining a high stock of pub-

lic goods in the future, and highlighting the importance of a normative benchmark

consistent with the dynamic structure of the environment.

Literature A recurring theme of the dynamic political economy literature is that

commitment problems are critical for understanding policy outcomes and evaluating

electoral performance. The assumption that politicians can commit to policies in one-

shot elections, standard since the work of Downs (1957), has often been contested,

notably in the context of citizen-candidates models (Besley and Coate (1997); Osborne

and Slivinski (1996)). Extending such commitment to sequences of policy choices is

even more debatable (Alesina and Rodrik (1994); Bertola (1993)), and a large lit-

erature studies the dynamic policy consequences of office holders’ inability to make

credible campaign proposals. For example, Alesina (1987, 1988) made early contribu-

tions to the topic of political cycles by formulating policymaking as a game between

parties that cannot commit to policy instruments prior to an election;4 Krusell et al.

(1997) and Krusell and Rios-Rull (1999) analyze endogenous taxation in a model of

economic growth, where voting takes place in each period and policy is chosen by

a representative voter; and Acemoglu et al. (2008) and Yared (2010) describe the

distortions in tax policies that are necessary to provide rent-seeking politicians with

the incentives to limit their extractive activities. Banks and Duggan (2008) prove an

asymptotic accountability result in the one-dimensional model with adverse selection,

analogous to our asymptotic results in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. Commitment failures

are accentuated in models with term limits, e.g., Banks and Sundaram (1998), Bern-

hardt et al. (2004), and Besley and Case (1995), where subgame perfection directly

implies that politicians choose their ideal policies in the last term of office. Duggan

(2017) shows that this incentive leads to an upper bound on equilibrium payoffs of

4Persson and Tabellini (2000) provide an extensive overview of the macropolitical economy liter-

ature, in which time inconsistency and lack of credible commitments plays a large role.
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voters, irrespective of the strength of office motivation, highlighting the role of the

voters’ commitment problem.

Because voters cannot commit to re-elect politicians after good policy choices,

politicians may anticipate government turnover and choose poor policies as a con-

sequence. Persson and Svensson (1989) and Alesina and Tabellini (1990) show that

incumbents may distort spending in order to “tie the hands” of potential successors

with different preferences. In contrast to the latter papers, Aghion and Bolton (1990)

feature endogenous elections, and they show that when default on the public debt is

costless, if the right-wing party is in power in the first period, then it can sometimes

use public debt to change the election outcome in its favor; this is closely connected to

our study of political failures due to state manipulation. Besley and Coate (1998) find

that politicians may fail to implement Pareto-improving investments if they anticipate

that future policy-makers will not choose to reap their returns. In a dynamic legisla-

tive bargaining setting, Battaglini and Coate (2008) show that legislators’ uncertainty

about being included in future governing coalitions drives them to approve excessive

pork barrel spending. In models of two-party competition, Azzimonti (2011, 2015)

shows that the prospect of government turnover can lead to inefficiencies in either

private or public capital accumulation, and Battaglini (2014) gives a sharp characteri-

zation of equilibria in a rich model of elections, assuming parties are vote-maximizing

and voting is subject to uncertainty. He shows that when voters’ preferences are

time-varying, temporarily powerful districts can attract inefficiently high levels of

government spending. In a finite-horizon model, Callander and Raiha (2017) admit

the possibility that policies can affect the outcome of elections, as in Aghion and

Bolton (1990) and our model, and they show that politicians may distort investments

in a durable public good to compel voters to re-elect them.5 Finally, Bai and Lagunoff

(2011) and Duggan and Forand (2021) show that these concerns are magnified when

the identity of future representative voters is determined by current policy choices,

introducing additional distortions into policy and voting decisions.6

5The setting of Callander and Raiha (2017) precludes a curse of ambition, because neither party

shares the preferences of the voter, but their main result illustrates a political hold-up problem, in

which the initial incumbent makes investments that, from the voter’s point of view, the challenger

would capitalize on poorly.
6Anticipated turnover in power has also been associated with political inefficiencies outside the

realm of electoral competition, e.g., with policy “gridlock” in legislatures (Bowen et al. (2014) and

Dziuda and Loeper (2016)) or with the creation of ineffective public administrations (Acemoglu
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More broadly, our paper is related to the literature in economics and political

science that studies the possibility and limits of electoral accountability. Much of the

existing work in this literature extends Barro (1973) by adding private information,

in the form of adverse selection or moral hazard or both, and it imposes significant

structure on the electoral environment to achieve tractability. Duggan (2000) and

Bernhardt et al. (2004) study models of pure adverse selection with no state variable

or with the term of office as state variable, respectively.7 Ferejohn (1986) considers a

model of pure moral hazard, and Fearon (1999), Besley and Smart (2007), Acemoglu

et al. (2103), and Duggan and Martinelli (2020) analyze two-period models with

adverse selection and moral hazard. In comparison, we abstract from private infor-

mation and learning (except for the possibility of uncertainty about the challenger’s

type), and we consider general dynamic environments. If we take Barro (1973) as our

starting point, then our direction of departure is to add a linkage across periods in

the form of an economic state variable, like the literature cited in the preceding para-

graph, and to consider the effectiveness of elections when politicians can, in principle,

influence election outcomes and the policy choices of future politicians.

2 Model

Political environment A representative voter decides between an incumbent politi-

cian and a challenger in an infinite sequence of elections. The voter is assigned a fixed

type k from the finite type set T , and we assume an infinite pool of politicians of each

type, with a politician’s type typically denoted t. We sometimes refer to a politician

who is type k (the same type as the voter) as congruent. Politician types are initially

private information and are independently distributed. Each period begins with a

state s and a politician who holds office, the state and the office holder’s type being

publicly observed. The office holder chooses a policy x; a challenger whose type is

private information is selected; an election is held; a new state is realized, and the

state and winner’s type are publicly observed; and the process repeats.8 We assume

et al. (2011)).
7Further applications include the analysis of competence (Meirowitz (2007)), parties (Bernhardt

et al. (2009)), valence (Bernhardt et al. (2011)), and taxation (Camara (2012)). Duggan (2014)

provides a folk theorem for the model when non-Markovian equilibria are permitted.
8We can allow the incumbent the option of not running for re-election, albeit at the cost of

additional notation (see Duggan and Forand (2021)). As this choice plays no role in our paper, we
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that states belong to a finite set S; that policies belong to a compact metric space

X; and that in every state s, the set of feasible policies is a nonempty, closed (and

therefore compact) subset Xpsq of X.

Payoffs The stage utility of a type t citizen from policy x in state s is utps, xq,

while a politician who holds office receives an additional office benefit β ě 0. We

assume that ut:S ˆX Ñ < is continuous (and therefore bounded). Let u, u P < be

bounds such that for all s, all x, and all t, we have u ď utps, xq ď u. For convenience,

we normalize these bounds so that u “ 0 and u “ 1. Each type t citizen discounts

flows of payoffs by the factor δ P r0, 1q. Thus, given a sequence ps1, x1, s2, x2, . . .q of

state-policy pairs, the discounted payoffs of a type t citizen is

8
ÿ

`“1

δ`´1
rutps`, x`q ` I`βs,

where I` is an indicator function taking value one if the citizen holds office in period

` and zero otherwise.

State transitions States are used to describe the political and/or economic envi-

ronment in the current period. Given that an office holder chooses a policy x in state

s, a new state s1 is drawn with probability pps1|s, xq: thus, states evolve according to a

controlled Markov process. We assume that the transition probability p:SˆSˆX Ñ

r0, 1s is continuous. Our asymptotic accountability results require some notion of re-

currence for states, and for expositional simplicity, we assume that the state transition

places positive probability on all states, i.e., pps1|s, xq ą 0 for all states s1, s P S and

policies x P X. The dependence of future states on current policy choices underpins

an incumbent’s incentives to manipulate the state to her electoral advantage, and

Examples 1 and 2 illustrate how these incentives can drive failures of accountability.

Challengers After the office holder chooses policy, a challenger is drawn from the

pool of politicians who have never held office, so the challenger’s type is not observed

by voters before the election. We take a reduced form approach to challenger selection,

which depends on the current incumbent and the previous state and policy choice:

let qtpt
1|s, xq denote the probability that the challenger is type t1, given that a type

t incumbent chose policy x in state s. We assume that the transition probability

on challenger types, qt:T ˆ S ˆ X Ñ r0, 1s, is continuous for each type t. We also

assume that the challenger is congruent with positive probability in each state and

omit it for simplicity.
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following any policy choice by any incumbent: qtpk|s, xq ą 0 for all t, s and x. The

possibility of eventually drawing a type k challenger plays an important role in our

asymptotic accountability results. The dependence of future challengers on current

policy choices has the potential to bias incumbents in favor of policies that engender

weaker opponents. Although we do not focus on such “challenger manipulation” in

this paper, our results allow for its possibility.

Representative dynamic programming problem Our normative benchmark in

the analysis of accountability is the optimal value for the voter in the associated rep-

resentative dynamic programming problem, in which the representative voter directly

chooses any policy x P Xpsq in state s and receives utility ukps, xq, the next state s1 is

realized from pp¨|s, xq, and so on. Under our maintained compactness and continuity

conditions, this program has a unique value V ˚k , which solves the associated Bellman

equation: for all s,

V ˚k psq “ max
xPXpsq

ukps, xq ` δ
ÿ

s1

pps1|s, xqV ˚k ps
1
q. (1)

Let Φ˚psq denote the set of voter-optimal policies in state s, i.e.,

Φ˚psq “ arg max
xPXpsq

ukps, xq ` δ
ÿ

s1

pps1|s, xqV ˚k ps
1
q.

A policy rule is a mapping φ:S Ñ X that assigns a feasible policy φpsq P Xpsq to

each state s, and a policy rule φ˚ is voter-optimal if it selects from the correspondence

of voter-optimal policies, i.e., for all s, we have φ˚psq P Φ˚psq.

Strategies A policy strategy for a type t politician is a mapping πt:S Ñ ∆pXq,

where ∆pXq is the set of Borel probability measures on X, and πtp¨|sq represents

the mixture over policies used by the type t politician in state s. Let π “ pπtqt

denote a profile of policy strategies. A voting strategy is a Borel measurable mapping

ρ:S ˆ T ˆ X Ñ r0, 1s, where ρps, t, xq is the probability that a type t office holder

is re-elected following a policy choice of x in state s. Let σ “ pπ, ρq denote a profile

containing both policy and voting strategies.

Continuation values Given a strategy profile σ, the discounted expected utility of

a type t citizen from re-electing a type t1 incumbent who chooses policy x in state s

satisfies: for all x P Xpsq,

V I
t ps, t

1, xq “
ÿ

s1

pps1|s, xqVtps
1, t1q, (2)
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where Vtps, t
1q is the expected discounted utility to the citizen from a type t1 office

holder in state s, calculated before a policy is chosen. The discounted expected utility

of electing a challenger following the choice of x in state s by a type t1 office holder is

defined by

V C
t ps, t

1, xq “
ÿ

t2

qt1pt
2
|s, xq

ÿ

s1

pps1|s, xqVtps
1, t2q. (3)

Finally, Vtps, t
1q is given by

Vtps, t
1
q “

ż

x

”

utps, xq ` δrρps, t
1, xqV I

t ps, t
1, xq (4)

` p1´ ρps, t1, xqqV C
t ps, t

1, xqs
ı

πt1pdx|sq,

reflecting that the office holder chooses a policy x using to the policy strategy πt1p¨|sq

and is either re-elected or replaced by a challenger, accordingly.

In addition to payoffs from policies, a type t office holder evaluates future expected

discounted office benefit from choosing policy x in state s, conditional on being re-

elected. For all x P Xpsq, we define this as follows,

Btps, xq “
ÿ

s1

pps1|s, xq

ż

x1
rβ ` δρps1, t, x1qBtps

1, x1qsπtpdx
1
|sq,

reflecting the fact that the office holder receives β in the period following her re-

election and, conditional on choosing policy x1 in the next state s1 and being re-elected

again, receives Btps
1, x1q in the future.

Equilibrium A strategy profile σ is a Markov electoral equilibrium if policy strategies

are optimal for all types of office holders and voting is consistent with incentives of

the representative voter in all states. Formally, we require that (i) for all s and all t,

πtp¨|sq puts probability one on solutions to

max
xPXpsq

utps, xq ` β ` δ
”

ρps, t, xqpV I
t ps, t, xq `Btps, xqq ` p1´ ρps, t, xqqV

C
t ps, t, xq

ı

,

and (ii) for all s, all t, and all x,

ρps, t, xq “

#

1 if V I
k ps, t, xq ą V C

k ps, t, xqu,

0 if V I
k ps, t, xq ă V C

k ps, t, xqu,

where ρps, t, xq is unrestricted if V I
k ps, t, xq “ V C

k ps, t, xq.
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Accountable politicians In the analysis of accountability, it is useful to have

a designation for politician types who respond to electoral incentives by choosing

policies that solve the representative dynamic programming problem and who are

rewarded with electoral success by the voter. Formally, given a strategy profile σ, we

say that a type t politician is accountable if for each state s, (i) Vkps, tq “ V ˚k psq, and

(ii)
ş

x
ρps, t, xqπtpdx|sq “ 1.

3 Failures of Accountability

In Section 4, we define a class of equilibria in which congruent politicians are account-

able, and which in turn yield approximately optimal payoffs to a patient representa-

tive voter. We also show that for a more restrictive class of equilibria, non-congruent

types are also (at least approximately) accountable. In this section, we motivate these

results by showing how incumbents’ incentives to manipulate future states allows for

equilibria with accountability failures. In doing so, we introduce a simple special

case of our model applied to public investment in a durable public good. We assume

that the stock of public goods can be either high or low, and that this stock evolves

stochastically, with higher investment increasing the probability that it is high.

To capture this in our setting, assume that the policy space is X “ r0, 1s, where

policy x represents the level of investment in the public good, and that the state space

is S “ ts1, s2u, where s2 represents the high stock. Stage utilities are quadratic in

investment and additive in the benefit of the public good: utps
j, xq “ ´px´ x̂jtq

2`Γj

for each type t and each state sj. Here, x̂jt is a the state-dependent ideal investment

for the type t politician, reflecting the possibility that types differ in their willingness

to invest, and Γ2 ą Γ1 are the state-dependent benefits from the public good. For

simplicity, we assume that the probability of a transition to the high state increases

linearly with investment and is independent of the current state, i.e., pps2|xq “ x,

and that ideal investment levels are ordered by type, i.e., x̂j1 ď x̂j2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď x̂jn for

each j “ 1, 2. Finally, to capture the idea that the opportunity cost of investment is

lower when the public good stock is high, we assume that ideal investment levels are

increasing in the state: x̂1
t ď x̂2

t for all t.

With this structure in place, it is straightforward to solve the representative dy-

namic programming problem. The representative voter’s value in state sj, which we
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denote by V j˚
k , satisfies

V j˚
k “ max

xPr0,1s
´px´ x̂jkq

2
` Γj ` δrxV 2˚

k ` p1´ xqV 1˚
k s. (5)

The first order condition of the Bellman equation yields xj˚k “ x̂jk `
δ
2
rV 2˚
k ´ V 1˚

k s,

which is a linear function of the difference V 2˚
k ´ V 1˚

k in continuation values. We can

substitute this expression for xj˚k into (5) for j “ 1, 2, and then solve for the difference

directly, and we arrive at the voter-optimal investment level

xj˚k “ x̂jk `
δΓ

2p1´ δpx̂2
k ´ x̂

1
kqq

in each state sj, j “ 1, 2, where Γ “ Γ2 ´ Γ1 is the difference in public good benefits.

Unless the voter is myopic, the optimal investment in any state is higher than her ideal

investment level, so x̂jk is not the relevant normative benchmark. Rather, reflecting

the greater benefit of the public good in the high state, the voter would prefer to

invest more than her static ideal to increase the probability of the high state.

In our model, there always exist equilibria in which congruent politicians invest

optimally for the voter, and if politicians are sufficiently office-motivated, then there

always exist equilibria in which non-congruent types are also accountable. There-

fore, the problem of electoral accountability reduces to the possibility of equilibrium

multiplicity: do there exist equilibria in which politicians do not respond to electoral

incentives by solving the problem of the representative voter? It is clear that if politi-

cian types t ‰ k do not value office, then equilibria in which they are not accountable

can exist widely. Perhaps more surprisingly, congruent politician can also fail to be

accountable. For this to happen, the shared policy goals of the voter and politician

must be trumped by the latter’s office motivation. In Example 1, below, the type k

politician faces a choice between choosing policies that both she and the voter prefer

but then being replaced by the challenger, or choosing suboptimal policies and stay-

ing in office. Preferring to retain office, the politician is “cursed” by her ambition and

chooses the latter option.

Example 1 (Curse of ambition). Assume that there are two citizen types, T “

t1, 2u, with k “ 2, that the challenger is type k with probability q P p0, 1q, and that

the type 1 ‰ k politician’s ideal investment is state-independent and always lower

than the representative voter’s ideal invesment, so that x̂1
1 “ x̂2

1 ” x̂1 ă x̂1
k ă x̂2

k.

Assume further that

Γ´ px˚1 ´ x̂
2
kq

2
ă ´px˚1 ´ x̂

1
kq

2. (6)
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It can be verified that the type 1 politician’s optimal optimal policy rule is to choose

x˚1 “ x̂1 `
δΓ
2

is each state. Thus, even if type 1 always underinvests from the

perspective of the voter, (6) says that this distortion is worse for the voter when the

stock of public good is high: the voter receives a greater payoff from the investment

of type 1 politicians in the low state.

Given any δ and sufficiently high β, there exists a Markov electoral equilibrium

such that both politician types are re-elected in all states, but neither of them solves

the representative dynamic programming problem. In the equilibrium, the type 1

politician chooses x˚1 , and hence underinvests, in all states. For her part, the type k

politician overinvests in all states. We present the detailed construction of equilibrium

policy choices in the Appendix, but their key feature is that underinvestment of type

1 hurts the voter more when the opportunity cost of investment is low (in the high

state), whereas the overinvestment of type k hurts the voter more when this cost is

high (in the low state), i.e.,

Vkps
2, kq ą Vkps

2, 1q and Vkps
1, 1q ą Vkps

1, kq. (7)

Because investment increases the likelihood of the high state, the voter uses a

threshold rule: there exists x̃ such that in any state sj, the voter re-elects the type k

politician if and only if she invests more than x̃, and he re-elects type 1 if and only

if she invests less than x̃. If the type k politician is sufficiently office motivated, then

her equilibrium policy in the low state is x1
k “ x̃ ą x1˚

k : she overinvests just enough to

leave the voter indifferent between re-electing her and opting for the challenger. As

the type k politician wants to invest more in the high state, she faces no policy-office

tradeoff there: the voter strictly prefers to retain her in s2 following her equilibrium

policy x2
k ą x̃. Finally, because type 1 invests x˚1 ă x̃ in all states, the voter strictly

prefers to retain her.

The curse of ambition stems from a coordination failure between the voter and the

type k politician: because the voter prefers to have this politician in office when the

stock of public goods is high, the incumbent is only rewarded when she overinvests.

Furthermore, the type k politician would be punished in the low state if she tried

to reduce her investment: although this would benefit both the voter and the politi-

cian, it would increase the probability of the low state, leading the voter to prefer

a low-spending type 1 politician in office. The manipulation of the future stock of
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public goods through current investment is key to the curse of ambition: it cannot

arise if this stock is constant (i.e., if S is a singleton), or if it is independent of current

investment (i.e., if p is independent of x). The negative finding of the example sur-

vives even if politicians are more willing to compromise in order to secure re-election,

through increases in either office benefit β or the discount factor δ, both of which pro-

mote accountability in other models of dynamic elections (Banks and Duggan (2008);

Forand (2014); Van Weelden (2013)). In fact, political failure in the example stems

from the opposite consideration: the congruent politician type chooses suboptimal

policies precisely to stay in office in the long run, not to realize short-term gains.

In Example 1, the type 1 politician is re-elected because the voter does not have

a better option: if the type k politician were accountable while the type 1 politician

was not, the latter could not be re-elected. With more than two politician types,

however, it is possible that the type k politician always chooses optimally for the

voter, all politician types t ‰ k choose suboptimally for the voter, and they are still

always re-elected. This possibility arises because a type t ‰ k politician’s choice

may lead to states where the challenger is even worse than the incumbent, and it

confronts the voter with a hold-up problem, forcing him to re-elect the incumbent,

despite the fact that her policy choices are suboptimal, and despite the fact that the

type k politician is accountable.

Example 2 (Political hold-up problem). In the model of public investment, as-

sume three citizen types: T “ t1, 2, 3u, with k “ 2. A challenger is type k with

probability q, and of each of the remaining types have probability 1´q
2

. Fix 0 ă x̂ ă 1
2
,

and assume that the ideal investments of types 1 and 3 are state independent: x̂j1 “ x̂

and x̂j3 “ 1 ´ x̂ for all sj. Assume that the type k politician has state-dependent

preferences, which are such that her myopically ideal investment agrees with type 1

in state s1 and with type 3 in state s2: x̂1
k “ x̂ and x̂2

k “ 1´ x̂. Assume that q and δ

jointly satisfy

q ă
p1´ δqp1´ 2x̂q

1´ δp1´ 2x̂q
, (8)

so that the voter’s incentives to dismiss an incumbent in the hope of drawing a type

k challenger are not too strong. Finally, for simplicity, assume Γ « 0.

There exists a Markov electoral equilibrium in which all politician types implement

their optimal policy rules and are always re-elected. Thus, the type k politician is
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accountable, but because the type 1 politician underinvests in state s2 and the type

3 politician overinvests in state s1, no other type is accountable. Clearly, in this

equilibrium, the voter strictly prefers a type k incumbent to all other politician types

in all states: Vkps
j, kq ą Vkps

j, tq for all j and all t “ 1, 3. But then why does the

voter retain all type t ‰ k politicians? Because the voter’s ranking of these types

depends on the future stock of public goods, and each such politician type invests in a

way that pushes transitions towards the state in which they are ranked higher. That

is, it can be computed that Vkps
1, 1q´Vkps

1, 3q “ Vkps
2, 3q´Vkps

2, 1q “ p1´2x̂q2 ą 0.

Therefore, by underinvesting, the type 1 politician increases the probability of the low

state and is preferred to the challenger, because the voter wants to avoid electing a

high-investment type 3 in this case. The symmetric logic leads the voter to strictly

prefer type 3 to the challenger after she overinvests in each state.

The condition V I
k ps

j, 1, x̂q ą V C
k ps

j, 1, x̂q, which ensures that the voter strictly

prefers the type 1 politician to a challenger following x̂ in any state sj (and by

symmetry, the condition that the voter strictly prefers type 3 following 1´ x̂), reduces

to (8). Note that the right-hand side of (8) is decreasing in δ. Thus, if a type

k challenger is likely, so that the left-hand side of (8) is higher, then equilibrium

construction requires that the voter be relatively impatient.

As with the curse of ambition, the political hold-up problem can only arise through

state manipulation. If the stock of public good is constant or evolves exogenously,

then there cannot be any equilibrium in which type k is accountable, all non-congruent

politicians are re-elected, and some of these implement suboptimal investments. There

remains the possibility that under some conditions, compelling equilibria possess posi-

tive welfare properties for the voter. Example 1 shows that any such class of equilibria

must overcome the curse of ambition, so that voter behavior provides incentives for

congruent politicians to choose optimal policies. However, Example 2 shows that type

k accountability alone is not enough for the voter to achieve his optimal payoff in all

states. To gain insight into conditions under which elections induce accountability,

recall that the hold-up problem creates a political failure when inequality (8) holds,

and that given any q ą 0, the inequality fails for δ close enough to one. In fact, the

construction in the example fails as δ Ñ 1, for the risk to the voter of drawing a

challenger who chooses suboptimally in all future periods becomes too great: even

if a worse challenger might be drawn, that temporary setback is outweighed by the

chance of installing a type k politician who chooses optimally for the voter. This ob-
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servation raises the possibility that prospects for accountability improve as the voter

becomes patient. We turn to this question in the next section.

4 Accountability and Responsive Voting

A substantial literature in political science has examined the behavior of voters in light

of information available to them prior to an election. Empirically, some key issues are

whether voters use “retrospective voting” rules that condition their choices on past

performance in a simple way, whether these rules are consistent with rational voting,

and whether they lead to electoral accountability.9 Theoretically, retrospective voting

has been formulated in different ways,10 but it is known that the simple conditioning

of voting decisions on past outcomes is consistent with “prospective voting,” as as-

sumed in equilibrium modeling: Ferejohn (1986), Fearon (1999) and Duggan (2000)

restrict attention to equilibria with a utility threshold that is necessary and sufficient

for re-election. We maintain the equilibrium viewpoint and investigate the normative

properties of a class of equilibrium voting strategies, which we call “responsive vot-

ing,” that captures the intuitive features of simple retrospective rules while allowing

for more general voting behavior.

4.1 Accountability of the Congruent Type

To motivate our focus on responsive voting, recall that the state manipulation illus-

trated in Example 1 rests on a disconnect between politicians’ performance and their

resulting electoral rewards. Counterintuitively, the type k incumbent is replaced even

if she chooses the best possible policy for the voter, given the profile of voting and

policy strategies: if the politician best responds for the voter, then she increases the

probability of transitioning to a state in which she is the worst possible office holder

9Anderson (2007) and Healy and Malhotra (2013) survey the empirical literature on retrospective

voting. Huber et al. (2012), Kayser and Peress (2012), and Woon (2012) study the rationality of

retrospective voting rules, while Healy and Malhotra (2009) focus on how politicians respond to such

rules.
10For example, Ashworth and de Mesquita (2014) interpret retrospective voting as not observing

policy choices, but only the voter’s level of welfare, and Esponda and Pouzo (2019) model retrospec-

tive voting as boundedly rational updating of beliefs.
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for the voter, leading the voter to elect the challenger after such choices. These con-

siderations lead us to a class of equilibria in which the voter responds positively to

sufficiently good policy choices by the congruent politician type. To strengthen our

accountability results, we define the class broadly and isolate it using a weak notion

that reflects the dynamic structure of our framework and captures of the spirit of

retrospective voting used in the literature.

We focus on equilibria such that in every state, there is a threshold that is, in

a sense, sufficient for the voter to re-elect a type k incumbent: she is re-elected if

the voter’s discounted payoff strictly exceeds the threshold, and there is at least one

policy that weakly exceeds the threshold and guarantees re-election. This definition

is permissive in several ways: first, it only applies to type k politicians; second, the

threshold in any state can be high; and third, it is not sufficient that the threshold

is met with exact equality, as we allow for some policy choices to meet the threshold

exactly yet fail to secure victory for the incumbent. We do, however, require that

there is at least one policy that equals or exceeds the threshold and does lead to

re-election, so the threshold cannot be so high as to be infeasible; and if there are

no policies that strictly exceed the threshold, then there must be one that meets it

exactly and leads to re-election.

Definition 1. A Markov electoral equilibrium σ is a k-responsive voting equilib-

rium if for each state s, there exists a threshold us P < such that:

(i) for all policies x P Xpsq, if x strictly exceeds the threshold, then a type k in-

cumbent is re-elected with probability one: ρps, k, xq “ 1 if

ukpx, sq ` δrρps, t, xqV
I
k ps, t, xq ` p1´ ρps, t, xqqV

C
k ps, t, xqs ą us,

(ii) there is at least one policy x P Xpsq that satisfies the threshold and that secures

re-election for the type k incumbent with probability one: ρps, k, xq “ 1 and

ukpx, sq ` δrρps, t, xqV
I
k ps, t, xq ` p1´ ρps, t, xqqV

C
k ps, t, xqs ě us.

Note that if a Markov electoral equilibrium σ is such that the type k politician is

accountable, then it is a k-responsive voting equilibrium. Indeed, for each state s, we

can set us “ V ˚k psq equal to the voter’s optimal value in state s. Then condition (i) in

Definition 1 is satisfied vacuously, because the voter’s optimal value cannot be strictly

exceeded. By accountability, the type k politician places probability one on optimal
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policies and is re-elected with probability one in each state s, and thus there is at least

one feasible policy x P Xpsq that is both optimal for the voter and secures re-election

with probability one, fulfilling condition (ii) in the definition. In this subsection, we

examine the welfare properties of the larger class of k-responsive equilibria.

The main result of this section establishes that a k-responsive voting equilibrium

exists,11 and that the shortfall of the voter’s discounted payoff in any k-responsive

voting equilibrium, relative to the optimal value, is uniformly bounded by a constant

that is independent of the discount factor, the state, and the incumbent type. Thus,

regardless of the discount factor, the voter’s payoffs in a k-responsive voting equi-

librium are closely related to the voter’s optimal value. The impact of this result is

magnified by the fact that the discounted payoffs compared are not normalized: they

are discounted sums of stage utilities that may be expected to “blow up” for discount

factors close to one. A direct implication is that if for any sequence of discount fac-

tors δ such that the representative voter becomes arbitrarily patient, then for every

corresponding sequence of k-responsive voting equilibria, the voter’s normalized pay-

offs become close to the value of the representative dynamic programming problem.

Given a discount factor δ and a strategy profile σ, let V δ
k ps, tq denote the expected

discounted payoff to the voter from electing a type t politician in state s, and let

V ˚,δk psq denote the voter’s optimal value in state s.

Theorem 4.1. There is k-responsive voting equilibrium, and the difference between

the expected discounted sum of voter payoffs in equilibrium and the value of the rep-

resentative dynamic programming problem is uniformly bounded: there exists M ą 0

such that given arbitrary discount factor δ, if σδ is a k-responsive voting equilibrium,

then for all states s and all types t,

V ˚,δk psq ´ V δ
k ps, tq ď M.

Furthermore, as the voter becomes patient, the normalized equilibrium payoffs of the

voter converge to the optimum: for all s and all t,

lim
δÑ1

p1´ δqV ˚,δk psq ´ p1´ δqV δ
k ps, tq “ 0.

11Theorem B.1, in the Supplementary Appendix, shows that there is an equilibrium in which the

type k politician is accountable, giving us a k-responsive equilibrium. Such an equilibrium is easy to

construct when there are only two politician types, but the general argument leverages an existence

result in Duggan and Forand (2018).
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Theorem 4.1 establishes that the gap between the voter’s optimal value and his

discounted payoff in any k-representative equilibrium becomes negligible as the voter

becomes patient, and the rate of convergence is fast. Because the discounted payoffs

V ˚,δk psq and V δ
k ps, tq are not normalized, these discounted sums of stage utilities will

typically diverge to infinity as δ goes to one, so the conclusion that the difference

between them is bounded is quite strong. In particular, it directly implies that the

normalized payoffs become arbitrarily close, so that equilibria become approximately

optimal for the representative voter as the voter becomes patient.

The proof of the result involves two steps and uses the fact that, because we

assume the state transition is positive on every state, every strategy profile deter-

mines a unique ergodic distribution on state-policy pairs. In the first step, we fix any

k-responsive voting equilibrium, and we “sandwich” the voter’s equilibrium payoffs

between the payoffs from two particular strategy profiles. In one profile, all politi-

cian types choose optimally for the voter, achieving the value of the representative

dynamic programming problem and providing an upper bound for his equilibrium

payoff. The other profile, explained in more detail below, is such that the choices of

type t ‰ k politicians may not be optimal, but it determines the same ergodic distri-

bution as the first. In the second step, we note that the Markov chains determined

by these two profiles converge at a geometric rate to their ergodic distribution, and

this implies that the difference between the voter’s payoffs from the two profiles has a

bound M with the properties stated in Theorem 4.1. The construction of the second

strategy profile, which gives a lower bound on the voter’s equilibrium payoff and has

an ergodic distribution that places probability one on voter-optimal policies in all

states, does not follow immediately from the structure of the model or the equilib-

rium concept, but we derive it from dynamic programming arguments that leverage

equilibrium incentives of the voter and the congruent politician type.

To describe the first step of the proof in more detail, we consider a variant of

the electoral game in which the representative voter and all type k politicians act

as a unitary player: this player controls electoral outcomes and, when a congruent

politician holds office, policy choices as well. Given any strategy profile σ in the

original game, we can formulate the best response problem of the unitary player as a

dynamic programming problem, in which the policy strategies of types t ‰ k are fixed,

and we let Ṽk denote the value function for the unitary actor’s problem.12 The next

12In this best response problem, the unitary player decides the election outcome given ps, t, xq,
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lemma describes a useful necessary condition for k-responsive voting equilibria: the

voter’s payoff achieves the best response payoff of the unitary actor in the modified

game. Part (i) of the lemma establishes that the equilibrium voting strategy solves

the voter’s optimal retention problem, i.e., it is as if the voter chooses an optimal

re-election rule that, in addition to determining the winner of the current election,

also dictates electoral outcomes in all future states, for all incumbent types, and after

all policy choices. Part (ii) of the lemma states that when a congruent politician

holds office, the policy choice of the incumbent and retention decision of the voter

jointly maximize the expected discounted payoff of the voter. The voter and type k

politicians are separate players who can have distinct incentives, but those incentives

are brought into alignment when the voter uses a k-responsive voting rule, in the

sense defined here.

Unitary Actor Lemma. In any k-responsive voting equilibrium, we have:

(i) for each state s, each type t ‰ k, and each policy x P Xpsq,

ukps, xq ` δrρps, t, xqV
I
k ps, t, xq ` p1´ ρps, t, xqqV

C
k ps, t, xqs “ Ṽkps, t, xq,

(ii) for each state s, Vkps, kq “ Ṽkps, kq.

Returning to the proof of Theorem 4.1, consider any k-responsive voting equilib-

rium σ. Letting φ˚ be an optimal policy rule for the voter, an upper bound for the

voter’s payoff is given by the strategy profile such that each politician type chooses

according to φ˚, and the voter removes the incumbent until a congruent politician

type is drawn, after which the incumbent is retained thereafter. Denote this profile

by σ̃. For the lower bound, we specify that the type k politician chooses according

to φ˚, while other politician types use their equilibrium policy strategies; and again,

the voter removes the incumbent until a type k politician is drawn, after which the

incumbent is retained thereafter. Denoting this profile by σ̂, we claim that the voter’s

equilibrium payoff lies between the payoffs determined by the two profiles. Obviously,

the equilibrium payoff cannot exceed the optimal value. To see that σ̂ provides a lower

bound, note that the unitary actor has the option of removing all type t ‰ k incum-

bents continually in each state, until a type k candidate is selected, and then using

where the type t incumbent chose policy x in state s; and it chooses policy as well given ps, kq, where

the state is s and the incumbent is type k. The Bellman equation defining this value function is

intuitively straightforward but notationally cumbersome, so we relegate it to the Appendix.
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φ˚ thereafter. By the Unitary Actor Lemma, it follows that the voter’s equilibrium

payoffs weakly exceed those of σ̂, as claimed. The ergodic distributions over ps, xq

pairs determined by σ̃k and σ̂ coincide, and finally, we exploit the geometric conver-

gence of Markov chains to show that the voter’s discounted payoff from σ̂ is within

M of the optimal value, where the bound depends only on the state transition; in

particular, it is independent of the voter’s discount factor and strategies used by type

t ‰ k politicians. Taken together, these arguments deliver the result.13

We have already discussed the implications of the bound for k-responsive voting

equilibria as the voter becomes patient. We must emphasize, however, that while the

proof of Theorem 4.1 uses a particular voting strategy to establish a lower bound on

the voter’s equilibrium payoff—the voter essentially waits for a congruent politician

and thereafter retains the first one realized—there should be no expectation that this

strategy is in fact used in equilibrium. For a given discount factor, there may well be

equilibria in which, contrary to the “wait it out” strategy, the voter retains a type

t ‰ k politician in order to avoid challenger types who are worse. The point, however,

is that in all such equilibria, the voter’s payoffs cannot fall below the lower bound

provided by the construction.

4.2 Accountability of All Politician Types

Theorem 4.1 leverages the incentives of incumbents in k-responsive voting equilibria

to deduce an accountability result for congruent politicians. It is possible that the

policy choices of non-congruent politicians may also respond positively as the voter

becomes patient, but they do not necessarily do so. The next example illustrates

the possibility that the congruent politician type is accountable, while a second type

chooses suboptimally for the voter but is re-elected in each state, and a third type

shirks, choosing her myopically ideal investment level and being removed from office

in all states. Here, the relatively poor policy choices of the third type introduce

slack into the re-election constraint facing the second type, allowing her to distort

policies in her preferred direction, while satisfying the threshold for re-election. As the

13Our argument uses the assumption that the challenger is congruent with positive probability.

Otherwise, the Unitary Actor Lemma implies that the voter’s equilibrium payoff is bounded below

by the policy strategy of the “next best” type, but the identity and strategy of this next best type

will typically vary with the discount factor and the equilibrium.
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voter becomes patient, however, this slack disappears, and the latter type is forced to

choose policies arbitrarily close to voter-optimal to retain office; she is willing to make

this compromise if the rewards of office are sufficiently high, giving us approximate

accountability of a non-congruent type.

Example 3 (Approximate accountability). Return to the setting from Example

2, where given 0 ă x̂ ă 1
2
, we have x̂j1 “ x̂ and x̂j3 “ 1 ´ x̂ for all sj. Now, however,

assume that the ideal investment of type k is fixed at x̂jk “
1
2

for all states sj. It is

enough for our purposes to assume Γ « 0, so that optimal policy rules for all types

consist of choosing their myopically ideal levels of investment: xj˚t “ x̂jt for all types

t and all states sj. Assuming β is high enough, we claim that for all δ, there exists a

Markov electoral equilibrium in which type k is accountable; type 1 underinvests, is

re-elected in all states, and is approximately accountable as δ Ñ 1; and in contrast,

type 3 chooses her myopic ideal investment in all states and is never re-elected. In

these equilibria, the threat of selecting a type 3 challenger allows a type 1 politician to

distort investment downward, but the threat diminishes as the voter becomes patient,

and the extent of distortion goes to zero.

To construct the equilibrium, let x1 ă
1
2

denote the equilibrium investment of

type 1 in all states. In any state, the voter re-elects type 1 whenever he prefers her

policy to x1: for all j, ρpsj, 1, xq “ 1 if and only if x P rx1, 1´ x1s. Type 1 chooses to

compromise as long as the office benefit β is high enough. Type 3 chooses policy 1´ x̂

in all states and is not re-elected following any policy: for all j, ρpsj, 3, xq “ 0 for all

x. The equilibrium investment of type 1 must be such that in all states, the voter

is indifferent between her and the challenger: V I
k ps

j, 1, x1q “ V C
k ps

j, 1, x1q for all j,

where in this setting, these expressions are identical in both states. By computation,

it can be verified that the indifference condition yields

ˆ

1

2
´ x1

˙2

“ p1´ δq
p1

2
´ x̂q2p1´ qq

2´ p1´ qqp1` δq
.

Taking limits, the right-hand side goes to zero as δ Ñ 1, and thus the type 1 politi-

cian’s investment converges to the voter optimum, i.e., x1 Ñ
1
2
, as desired.

In addition to high office motivation, the key feature driving the positive result of

Example 3 is that the type 1 ‰ k politician has the option of choosing policies that are

good enough for the voter that she is rewarded with re-election following such choices.
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In this subsection, we analyze the welfare consequences for equilibria in which the

voter is similarly responsive toward the policy choices of a subset of non-congruent

politician types. We will see that when such politician types are sufficiently office

motivated, they become accountable in the limit, along with the congruent type.

Definition 2. Fix a subset K Ď T of types with k P K. The Markov electoral

equilibrium σ is a K-responsive voting equilibrium if for each type t P K, parts

(i) and (ii) of Definition 1 hold for the type t politician.

Any k-responsive equilibrium is a K-responsive equilibrium with K “ tku and,

because k P K, any K-responsive equilibrium is also k-responsive. We will show that

when politicians are sufficiently office motivated, equilibria satisfying the enhanced

responsiveness condition exist,14 and that the accountability of type k politicians spills

over to the other politician types t P K. Indeed, in such an equilibrium, a highly office

motivated type t P K incumbent will always be re-elected with positive probability,

i.e., she will choose policies that are acceptable to the voter. An implication of

Theorem 4.1 is that as the voter becomes patient, all incumbents essentially compete

against an accountable challenger, namely, the prospect that the challenger is type

k. Thus, if a type t ‰ k politician chooses policies that are acceptable to the voter,

then her policy choices must be approximately voter-optimal. Taken together, these

observations imply that if office benefit is large and the voter becomes patient, then

in any corresponding sequence of K-responsive voting equilibria, all politician types

in K choose policies that are approximately optimal for the voter. This is stated in

part (i) of Theorem 4.2, below.

These conclusions can be sharpened when the policy transition is independent of

the state. In this case, it is impossible for a politician to manipulate the state by

choice of policy and, as long as all types face a responsive voting rule (i.e., K “ T ),

then competition with accountable type k politicians disciplines all other politician

types: part (ii) of Theorem 4.2 establishes that if office incentives are large, then

in any T -responsive voting equilibrium, all politician types choose policies that are

exactly, rather than approximately, optimal. Recall from Example 2 that if the state

transition depends on policy, then the exact accountability result from part (ii) does

14It is straightforward to show, as stated in Theorem B.2 in the Supplementary Appendix, that

when δβ is high, there is an equilibrium in which all politician types are accountable, giving us a

K-responsive equilibrium.
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not hold: in the equilibrium from that example, which satisfies T -responsive voting,

all types are re-elected, but only the type k politician is accountable.

Theorem 4.2. Given any δ, assume that δβ is large, and fix K Ď T . Then there is

a K-responsive voting equilibrium, and:

(i) for all states s, all types t P K, and all ε ą 0, the probability that policy choices

of the type t office holder are within ε of optimal converges to one as the voter

becomes patient:

lim
δÑ1

πδt pBεpΦ
˚,δ
psqq|sq “ 1,

where tσδu is any selection of K-responsive voting equilibria, and BεpΦ
˚,δpsqq is

the open ball of radius ε around the set Φ˚,δpsq of optimal policies,

(ii) if K “ T and pp¨|s, xq is policy-independent for each state s, then each type t

politician is accountable.

The proof of Theorem 4.2 relies on the assumption that non-congruent type t P K

politicians are sufficiently office motivated, so they are willing to compromise their

policy choices to gain re-election, and also on the fact that in a K-responsive voting

equilibrium, these politicians have the opportunity to choose a policy that guarantees

re-election with probability one. There is some subtlety to the proof because the

combination of these assumptions does not imply that the type t ‰ k incumbent is

re-elected with probability one; rather, we can infer that with probability one, the

politician chooses a policy x such that conditional on x, the voter re-elects the in-

cumbent with positive probability. This implies that politicians always choose policies

that are acceptable to the voter. Part (i) of the Theorem then follows from Theorem

4.1: because the challenger is type k with positive probability, then the expected chal-

lenger becomes close to optimal, implying that all politician types t P K must choose

policies that approximate solutions to the representative programming problem.

To manipulate the state and be reelected, a politician must choose suboptimal

policies that steer the state transition toward states in which the incumbent is prefer-

able to an untried challenger. But this is impossible when the state transition is

policy independent, in which case the value of retaining an incumbent is independent

of policy. But then if all incumbent types are at least as good as a challenger for

the voter, and a challenger is just a lottery over incumbent types, it follows that all
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politician types must deliver the same payoffs to the voter in all states. Therefore,

because the type k is accountable, all politicians t ‰ k must also be accountable, as

stated in part (ii) of the theorem.

5 Conclusion

The results of this paper inform us of the possibilities for—and limits of—electoral

accountability in disciplining policy choices by politicians. We propose a general elec-

toral framework that extends the standard citizen-candidate model by adding a finite

set of states and, consequently, the possibility of non-trivial dynamics. Our results

support the view that elections can be an effective mechanism for holding politicians

accountable, but that conclusion is attenuated by the possibility that there may exist

equilibria in which an office holder retains office by manipulating the state, despite

choosing policies that are suboptimal for the voter; this is true even for congruent

politicians, who may suffer from a curse of ambition. Our positive results are pred-

icated on equilibria in which voters respond positively to sufficiently good policy

choices, breaking the curse and delivering accountability of congruent politicians; in

turn, this spills over to other politician types, who choose policies that are approxi-

mately voter optimal. In addition to parametric conditions on office motivation (so

incumbents forego short-run gains from shirking) and voter patience (so voters are

willing to reject a less than ideal incumbent), our analysis highlights the role of voters,

through the conditioning of election outcomes on incumbent performance, in the well

functioning of democratic elections.

A Appendix: Proofs of Results

Completing the construction of the curse of ambition example. Here, we describe

how to construct the equilibrium policy strategy of the type k politician in more

detail. Intuitively, we start from the voter-optimal rule px1˚
k , x

2˚
k q and distort low-

state investments upward, while allowing the type k politician to adjust her high-

state investment optimally against that distortion. This leads to investment rules

yielding lower policy payoffs to type k. The cutoff investment x̃ is then defined as

the level of overinvestment in the low state that leaves the voter indifferent between
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having either type in office following x̃ (with type 1 implementing her own optimal

rule, which is not voter-optimal). We then set x1
k “ x̃, as described above. We set

x2
k to be the optimal response for k in state s2 to setting x̃ in state s1, which ensures

the optimality of her policy strategy in s2.

To formalize the procedure from the previous paragraph, fix z1 P rx1˚
k , 1s and

consider the problem in which a type k politician is free to choose any policy x2 P r0, 1s

in the high state but is constrained in the low state: she is forced to overinvest by

choosing some policy x1 ě z1 ě x1˚
k . The policy payoffs to the type k politician in

this problem solve the value functions: for j “ 1, 2,

Ṽkps
j, z1

q “ max
xjPrIj“1z1,1s

´pxj ´ x̂jkq
2
` Γj ` δ

”

xjṼkps
2, z1

q ` p1´ xjqṼkps
1, z1

q

ı

, (9)

where Ij“1 is an indicator function taking the value of 1 in the low state, in which the

type k politician is constrained to overinvest. A first note is that if z1 ą x1˚
k , then the

solution to (9) for j “ 1 has x1 “ z1: interior solutions to (9) for j “ 1, 2 imply that

Ṽkps
j, z1q “ V ˚k ps

jq for all j, a contradiction. From this, it also follows that type k’s

policy payoff decreases as the constraint on investment in the low state becomes more

stringent: z1 ą z11, then Ṽkps
1, z1q ă Ṽkps

1, z11q. Applying the envelope theorem to

(9) for j “ 2 yields

B

Bz1
Ṽkps

2, z1
q “

δp1´ x2q

1´ δx2

B

Bz1
Ṽkps

1, z1
q ă 0, (10)

where the inequality follows because, from above, B

Bz1
Ṽkps

1, z1q ă 0. We then define

x̃ as level of the low-state investment constraint (and hence, by above, of low-state

investment by type k) that makes the voter indifferent between having a type k or a

type 1 in the continuation game, conditional on an incumbent having invested x̃, i.e.,

as the unique solution to

x̃Ṽkps
2, x̃q ` p1´ x̃qṼkps

1, x̃q “ x̃Vkps
2, 1q ` p1´ x̃qVkps

1, 1q. (11)

A final task is to verity that our construction satisfies inequalities (7). To see that

it does, note that

Ṽkps
2, x1˚

k q “ V 2˚
k

ą V 1˚
k

“ Ṽkps
1, x1˚

k q
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ą Vkps
1, 1q

ą Vkps
2, 1q,

where both equalities follow from the construction of Ṽk, the first inequality follows

because Γ ą 0, the second inequality follows because the type 1 politician does not

implement a voter-optimal rule, and the final inequality follows from (6). Therefore,

because B

Bz1
rṼkps

2, z1q´Ṽkps
1, z1qs ą 0 by (10), it must be that Vkps

2, kq “ Ṽkps
2, x̃q ą

Ṽkps
1, x̃q “ Vkps

1, kq, so that (7) must hold by the indifference condition (11) defining

x̃.

Bellman equation for the unitary actor. The unitary actor controls electoral outcomes

and, when a congruent politician holds office, policy choices as well. This actor makes

decisions in two kinds of situations: when a type k politician holds office in a state

s, the actor chooses policy x P Xpsq and also makes a retention decision r P t0, 1u;

and when a type t ‰ k politician holds office in state s and chooses x, the type k

actor makes only the retention decision. Thus, a “state” in this problem has the form

ps, kq or the form ps, t, xq with t ‰ k. Given an equilibrium σ, let Ṽk denote the value

function for the unitary actor’s problem. For all s, the value function Ṽk satisfies

Ṽkps, kq

“ max
px,rqPXpsqˆt0,1u

ukps, xq ` δ
ÿ

s1

pps1|s, xq
´

rṼkps
1, kq ` p1´ rqrqkpk|s, xqṼkps

1, kq

`
ÿ

t1‰k

qkpt
1
|s, xq

ż

x1
Ṽkps

1, t1, x1qπt1pdx
1
|s1qs

¯

,

and for all s, all t ‰ k, and all x,

Ṽkps, t, xq “ max
rPt0,1u

ukps, xq ` δ
ÿ

s1

pps1|s, xq
´

r

ż

x1
Ṽkps

1, t, x1qπtpdx
1
|s1q

`p1´ rqrqtpk|s, xqṼkps
1, kq `

ÿ

t1‰k

qtpt
1
|s, xq

ż

x1
Ṽkps

1, t1, x1qπt1pdx
1
|sqs

¯

.

Parsing the Bellman equation for the unitary actor, note that if the type t incumbent

is retained in state s after choosing policy x, then the state transitions to a new state

s1, and the incumbent’s type remains t; and if the challenger is elected, then the new

office holder’s type is drawn from qtp¨|s, xq. When the “state” has the form ps, kq, the

actor chooses policy as well as the election outcome, and when it has the form ps, t, xq

with t ‰ k, the policy choice is determined by the politician’s equilibrium strategy
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πtp¨|sq. In particular, if the challenger is elected and is of type t1 ‰ k, then the

continuation payoffs Ṽkps
1, t1, x1q are integrated over policy choices using πt1p¨|s

1q.

Proof of the Unitary Actor Lemma. Consider any k-responsive equilibrium σ. We

first prove part (ii). Clearly, we have Ṽkps, kq ě Vkps, kq, as the unitary actor has

the option of using the equilibrium strategies of the voter and type k politician. To

prove the opposite inequality, we show that in a k-responsive equilibrium, the type k

politician achieves the voter’s optimal value. For each state s, define

v̂kpsq “ max
xPXpsq

ukps, xq ` δrρps, k, xqV
I
k ps, k, xq ` p1´ ρps, k, xqqV

C
k ps, k, xqs.

With compactness of Xpsq and continuity of the above objective function, the defi-

nition of k-responsiveness implies that for each state s, there is a maximizing policy

x̂psq P Xpsq such that ρps, k, x̂psqq “ 1 and

v̂kpsq “ ukps, x̂psqq ` δrρps, k, x̂psqqV
I
k ps, k, x̂psqq ` p1´ ρps, k, x̂psqqqV

C
k ps, k, x̂psqqs.

For future reference, note that since x̂psq leads to re-election with probability one, we

have

v̂kpsq “ ukps, x̂psqq ` δV
I
k ps, k, x̂psqq (12)

for each state s.

Let π̂k denote the policy strategy such that π̂ptx̂psqu|sq “ 1 for all s, and let V̂kpsq

denote the expected payoff to the voter from using policy rule π̂k in state s, i.e., for

each s, we have

V̂kpsq “ ukps, x̂psqq ` δ
ÿ

s1

pps1|s, x̂psqqV̂kps
1
q.

Here, v̂kpsq is the best policy payoff the type k politician can achieve by deviating

from πk to π̂k for one period, under the assumption that the better candidate for

the voter (incumbent or challenger) is elected subsequently. In contrast, V̂kpsq is the

policy payoff that would be achieved by following π̂k in all states and continually

being re-elected. It is not obvious that these are the same, but our arguments imply

that this is indeed the case.

The first step in the proof of (ii) is to show that V̂kpsq ě Vkps, kq for all s. Suppose

the type k politician deviates to the non-stationary strategy such that in the first term
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of office, she chooses according to π̂k, and she reverts to πk thereafter. The politician’s

policy payoff to this deviation is V̂ 1
k psq ” v̂kpsq, and for each s, this satisfies

Vkps, kq “

ż

x

´

ukps, xq ` δrρps, k, xqV
I
k ps, k, xq ` p1´ ρps, k, xqqV

C
k ps, k, xqs

¯

πkpdx|sq

ď v̂kpsq,

by (4) and the definition of v̂k. In particular, v̂kpsq ě Vkps, kq.

Next, suppose the type k politician chooses according to π̂k in the first two terms

of office and reverts to πk thereafter. Letting V̂ 2
k psq denote the politician’s policy

payoff from this deviation in state s, note that

V̂ 2
k psq “ ukps, x̂psqq ` δ

ÿ

s1

pps1|s, x̂psqqV̂ 1
psq

ě ukps, x̂psqq ` δ
ÿ

s1

pps1|s, x̂psqqVkps, kq

“ ukps, x̂psqq ` δV
I
k ps, k, x̂psqq

“ v̂kpsq,

where the first equality uses ρps, k, x̂psqq “ 1, the inequality follows from the above

argument, the second equality follows from (2), and the last equality uses (12). We

conclude that V̂ 2
k psq ě v̂kpsq ě Vkps, kq.

Continuing recursively, we construct a sequence of non-stationary strategies, in-

dexed by m, for the type k politician such that she chooses according to π̂k in the

first m terms of office and reverts to πk thereafter, along with a sequence tV̂ m
k u of

policy payoffs from deviations of duration m, evaluated at the first term of office, as

m Ñ 8. This sequence of policy payoffs satisfies V̂ m
k psq ě v̂kpsq ě Vkps, kq for all s

and all m, and it converges pointwise to the function V̂k, which is the policy payoff

to the type k politician from using the policy strategy π̂k. Thus, for each s, we have

V̂ m
k psq Ñ V̂kpsq, and since V̂ m

k psq ě v̂kpsq ě Vkps, kq holds in each state s for every

m, we conclude that

V̂kpsq ě Vkps, kq (13)

for each state s. This completes the first step.

The second step is to show that, in fact, (13) holds with equality. Note that if the

type k politician deviates from πk to π̂k, then she wins with probability one in every
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state. Thus, the politician’s payoff from deviating in state s is V̂kpsq `
β

1´δ
. Since

σ is an equilibrium, the payoff from deviating to πk cannot exceed the politician’s

equilibrium payoff, it follows that for each s,

Vkps, kq `Bkpsq ě V̂kpsq `
β

1´ δ
.

This implies that Vkps, kq ě V̂kpsq for each s, and by (13), we conclude that

V̂kpsq “ v̂kpsq “ Vkps, kq (14)

for each state s, completing the second step.

Returning to part (ii) of the lemma, it follows from (14) that for each s and each

x, we have

V I
k ps, k, xq “

ÿ

s1

pps1|s, xqVkps
1, kq “

ÿ

s1

pps1|s, xqV̂kpsq. (15)

Next, we claim that for each state s, the policy π̂kpsq solves

max
xPXpsq

ukps, xq ` δ
ÿ

s1

pps1|s, xqV̂kpsq.

Indeed, given any state s, let x1 solve the above maximization problem, and note that

ukps, x̂psqq ` δ
ÿ

s1

pps1|s, x̂psqqV̂kpsq

“ ukps, x̂kpsqq ` δV
I
k ps, k, x̂psqq

“ ukps, x̂kpsqq ` δrρps, k, x̂psqqV
I
k ps, k, x̂psqq ` p1´ ρps, k, x̂psqqqV

C
k ps, k, x̂psqqs

ě ukps, x
1
q ` δrρps, k, x1qV I

k ps, k, x
1
q ` p1´ ρps, k, x1qqV C

k ps, k, x
1
qs

ě ukps, x
1
q ` δV I

k ps, k, x
1
q

“ ukps, x
1
q ` δ

ÿ

s1

pps1|s, x1qV̂kpsq,

where the first equality follows from (15), second equality uses ρps, k, x̂psqq “ 1, the

first inequality follows from construction of x̂psq, the second inequality follows from

part (ii) of the definition of equilibrium, and the last equality follows from (15). This

establishes the claim, and we conclude that V̂k solves the voter’s Bellman equation,

i.e., it is the optimal value for the voter. Finally, since Vkps, kq “ V̂kpsq, it follows

that Vkps, kq ě Ṽkps, kq for all s, completing the proof of part (ii).
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To prove part (i) of the lemma, we need to show that the function

φps, t, xq ” ukps, xq ` δrρps, t, xqV
I
k ps, t, xq ` p1´ ρps, t, xqqV

C
k ps, t, xqs

satisfies the recursion

φps, t, xq “ max
rPt0,1u

ukps, xq ` δ
ÿ

s1

pps1|s, xq
´

r

ż

x1
φps1, t, x1qπtpdx

1
|s1q

`p1´ rq
”

qtpk|s, xqVkps
1, kq `

ÿ

t1‰k

qtpt
1
|s, xq

ż

x1
φps1, t1, x1qπt1pdx

1
|sq

ı¯

,

where we use part (ii) to substitute Vkps
1, kq for Ṽkps

1, kq. Note that by (4), we have

Vkps, tq “

ż

x

φps, t, xqπtpdx|sq,

and thus by (2), it follows that

V I
k ps, t, xq “

ÿ

s1

pps1|s, xq

ż

x1
φps1, t, x1qπtpdx

1
|s1q.

As well, by (3), we have

V C
k ps, t, xq “

ÿ

s1

pps1|s, xq
”

qtpk|s, xqVkps
1, kq `

ÿ

t1‰k

qtpt
1
|s, xq

ż

x1
φps1, t1, x1qπt1pdx

1
|sq

ı

.

Thus, the recursion reduces to

φps, t, xq “ max
rPt0,1u

ukps, xq ` δrrV
I
k ps, t, xqq ` p1´ rqV

C
k ps, t, xqs,

which holds by part (ii) of the definition of equilibrium, completing the proof of part

(i), as required.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Theorem B.1, in the Supplementary Appendix, shows that

there is an equilibrium in which the type k politician is accountable, which implies

that k-responsive voting equilibria also exist. Here, we establish the uniform bounded

stated in Theorem 4.1. Fix δ, let σδ “ pπδ, ρδq be a k-responsive equilibrium given

δ, and let φ˚:S Ñ X be an optimal policy rule for the voter. For comparison with

equilibrium dynamics, we let σ̃ be a strategy profile in which the type k politician

is always re-elected, each type t ‰ k politician is always removed from office, and
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every politician type t chooses according to φ˚, i.e., for all s, π̃tptφ
˚psqu|sq “ 1. This

determines a Markov chain P̃ on state-type pairs as follows:

P̃ pps1, t1q|ps, tqq “

$

’

&

’

%

pps1|s, φ˚psqq if t “ k “ t1,

0 if t “ k ‰ t1,

pps1|s, φ˚psqqqtpt
1|s, φ˚psqq else.

The voter’s payoff from σ can be expressed in terms of the Markov chain P̃ as follows:

for each s and t,

Ṽkps, tq “

8
ÿ

m“1

δm´1
ÿ

ps1,t1q

ukps
1, φ˚ps1qqP̃m

pps1, t1q|ps, tqq,

where P̃m is the mth product of P̃ . Of course, this is just the value of the representa-

tive dynamic programming problem, V ˚,δk psq “ Ṽkps, tq. Because P̃ pps1, kq|ps, tqq ą 0

for all s, all s1, and all t, the chain is irreducible, and it possesses a unique ergodic

distribution, denoted p̃, and this places probability one on S ˆ tku. In particular, for

all s and all t, we have P̃mp¨|s, tq Ñ p̃. For later use, let

Ṽ “
1

1´ δ

ÿ

ps1,t1q

ukps
1, φ˚ps1qqp̃pps1, t1qq

denote the voter’s expected payoff from the ergodic distribution p̃, divided by 1´ δ.

Now, specify the strategy profile σ̂ such that: (i) the voter always re-elects the

type k politician and rejects all other types, i.e., for each s, each t, and each x,

ρ̂ps, t, xq “

#

1 if t “ k,

0 else.

(ii) the type k politician chooses according to the optimal policy rule φ˚, and (iii) for

all t ‰ k, π̂t “ πδt . It may be that σ̂ is not an equilibrium, but by the Unitary Actor

Lemma, the voter’s payoffs in the equilibrium σδ must be at least as great as from

the profile σ̂. The strategy profile σ determines a Markov chain P̂ on state-type pairs

as follows:

P̂ pps1, t1q|ps, tqq “

$

’

&

’

%

pps1|s, φ˚psqq if t “ k “ t1,

0 if t “ k ‰ t1,
ş

x
pps1|s, xqqtpt

1|s, xqπ̂tpdx|sq else.
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The voter’s payoff from σ̂ is

V̂kps, tq “

8
ÿ

m“1

δm´1
ÿ

ps1,t1q

„
ż

x

ukps
1, xqπ̂t1pdx|s

1
q



P̂m
pps1, t1q|ps, tqq, (16)

and as mentioned, the Unitary Actor Lemma implies that V δ
k ps, tq ě V̂kps, tq for all

s and all t. Again, because P̂ pps1, kq|ps, tqq ą 0, this chain is irreducible, and it

possesses a unique ergodic distribution, p̂, and this places probability one on Sˆtku.

In particular, for all s and all t, P̂mp¨|s, tq Ñ p̂. For later use, let

V̂ “
1

1´ δ

ÿ

ps1,t1q

„
ż

x

ukps
1, xqπ̂t1pdx|s

1
q



p̂pps1, t1qq (17)

denote the voter’s expected payoff from the ergodic distribution p̂, divided by 1´ δ.

We claim that p̃ “ p̂. By continuity of qt and compactness of Xpsq, the probability

of a type k challenger has a positive lower bound,

α “ min
sPS,tPT,xPXpsq

qtpk|s, xq ą 0.

Thus, given any s and t ‰ k, the probability that a type k challenger is drawn over

m periods is at least 1´ p1´ αqm. According to σ̂, once a type k politician is drawn

to replace the incumbent, she remains in office thereafter, and the Markov chain is

identical to P̃ , i.e.,

P̂ pps1, kq|ps, kqq “ P̃ pps1, kq|ps, kqq and P̂ pps1, t1q|ps, kqq “ P̃ pps1, t1q|ps, kqq “ 0

for all s, all s1, and all t1 ‰ k. Together these observations imply that given any initial

pair ps, tq, we can write

P̂m
p¨|ps, tqq “ p1´ αqmp̂mps, tq ` p1´ p1´ αqmqP̃m

p¨|ps, tqq,

where p̂mps, tq is a distribution determined by strategies of types t ‰ k. Taking limits

as m Ñ 8, we have p̂ “ p̃, as claimed. Note that since the type k politician uses φ˚

in σ̂, the equivalence of p̂ and p̃ implies Ṽ “ V̂ .

Next, we establish that convergence to the ergodic distributions is geometric,

with parameters that depend on primitives of the model, but not the strategies of the

players. By continuity of p and compactness of Xpsq, the probability of transitioning

from one state to any other has a positive lower bound,

γ “ min
s,s1PS,xPXpsq

pps1|s, xq ą 0.
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Thus, for all s, all s1 , and all t, we have

min tP̂ pps1, kq|ps, tqq, P̃ pps1, kq|ps, tqqu ě αγ ą 0.

Standard convergence results for Markov chains (cf. Doob (1953), Case (b), p.173)

then imply that

|P̂m
pps1, kq|ps, tqq ´ p̂pps1, kqq| ď p1´ |S|αγqm´1

for all m, and likewise

|P̃m
pps1, kq|ps, tqq ´ p̃pps1, kqq| ď p1´ |S|αγqm´1

for all m.

Next, we claim that there exists M̂ ą 0 that is independent of δ and such that for

all ps, tq,

|V̂kps, tq ´ V̂ | ď M̂. (18)

Indeed,

|V̂kps, tq ´ V̂ | “
8
ÿ

m“1

ÿ

ps1,t1q

δm´1
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
P̂m
pps1, t1q|ps, tqq ´ p̂pps1, t1qq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ż

x

ukps
1, xqπ̂t1pdx|s

1
q

ď

8
ÿ

m“1

ÿ

ps1,t1q

δm´1
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
P̂m
pps1, t1q|ps, tqq ´ p̂pps1, t1qq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
u

ď

8
ÿ

m“1

|S||T |δm´1
p1´ |S|αγqm´1u

“ u|S||T |
8
ÿ

m“1

pδ ´ δ|S|αγqm´1

“
u|S||T |

1´ δ ` δ|S|αγ

ď
u|S||T |

|S|αγ

“
u|T |

αγ
,

where the first equality follows from (16) and (17), the first inequality from our

bound on stage utilities, the second inequality from geometric convergence, and the

last inequality from αγ ď 1. Setting M̂ “
u|T |
αγ

, the claim is proved.
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By an analogous argument, there exists M̃ ą 0 that is independent of δ and such

that for all ps, tq, we have

|Ṽkps, tq ´ Ṽ | ď M̃. (19)

To finish the proof, set M “ M̂ ` M̃ . For all ps, tq, we have

V ˚,δk psq ´ V̂kps, tq “ |Ṽkps, tq ´ V̂kps, tq|

ď |Ṽkps, tq ´ Ṽ ` Ṽ ´ V̂kps, tq|

“ |Ṽkps, tq ´ Ṽ ` V̂ ´ V̂kps, tq|

ď |Ṽkps, tq ´ Ṽ | ` |V̂ ´ V̂kps, tq|

ď M̃ ` M̂

“ M,

where the first equality follows from the fact that σ̃ achieves the voter’s optimal

value, the second equality follows from p̃ “ p̂ (which implies Ṽ “ V ˚), and the last

inequality follows from (18) and (19). Finally, note that for all s and all t, we have

the inequalities

V ˚,δk psq ě V δ
k ps, tq ě V̂kps, tq,

and we conclude that for all s and all t,

V ˚,δk psq ´ V δ
k ps, tq ď M,

as required.

Proof of Theorem 4.2. Theorem B.2, in the Supplementary Appendix, shows that

when δβ is large, there is an equilibrium in which all politician types are accountable,

implying that K-responsive voting equilibria exist. Here, we focus on parts (i) and

(ii) of Theorem 4.2. Both parts of this result rely on the following claim, discussed in

the text: given any δ, assume that δβ is large, and let σδ be a K-responsive voting

equilibrium. Then, for each states s and each type t P K, we have ρps, t, xq ą 0 for

almost all x P supppπδt p¨|sqq. In turn, this implies that

for all s, all t P K, and πtp¨|sq-almost all x, V I
k ps, t, xq ě V C

k ps, t, xq. (20)

To see this, fix state s and type t P K, and consider a policy strategy π1t for t in

which she is re-elected with probability one in all states:
ş

ρps1, t, xqπ1tpdx|s
1q “ 1 for
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all s1. Such a policy strategy exists by part (ii) of the definition of K-responsive

voting equilibrium. Recalling the normalization u “ 1 and u “ 0, the payoff to type

t from strategy π1t in state s is no less than β
1´δ

. Now consider an open set of policies

A Ď Xpsq following which type t is not re-elected in s, i.e., ρps, t, xq “ 0 for all x P A,

and let π2t be any policy strategy for type t that puts positive probability on policies

in A, i.e., π2t pA|sq ą 0. The payoff to type t in s from π2t is at most β` 1
1´δ

. If δβ ą 1,

then the payoff to t in s from π2t is strictly lower than her payoff from π1t, and hence

π2t cannot be optimal.

To prove part (i) of the corollary, we need to translate the conclusion of Theorem

4.1, which is stated in terms of voter payoffs, into its implications for the optimality

of policy choices themselves. Namely, we consider the distribution of policies in an

equilibrium with K-responsive voting (and hence also k-responsive voting), which is

averaged over the policy choices of all incumbents and the voter’s re-election decisions,

and we show that this distribution converges to the optimal policies of the represen-

tative voter as he becomes patient. In turn, because every type t P K chooses policies

that lead to reelection when they value office, each of their policy choices must also

converge to optimal policies.

More precisely, we need to work with the stochastic process over future state-

policy pairs ps1, x1q generated by an equilibrium σ given a type t incumbent in state

s; this is a probability measure µs,t over infinite sequences psm, xmq8m“1, where s1 “ s.

Let µms,t denote the marginal distribution on state-policy pairs psm, xmq in period m,

where s1 “ s. We aggregate these marginals across time by geometric discounting to

define the probability measure

µδs,t “ p1´ δq
8
ÿ

m“1

δm´1µms,t, (21)

which depends on the initial state and politician type, and where we highlight the

dependence on δ. Our summary statistic for the equilibrium policies in any state s is

then the conditional µδs,tp¨|sq of the aggregate measure µδs,t, which is well-defined since

µδs,tpX ˆ tsuq ą 0. Thus, for a Borel subset A Ď X of policies, µδs,tpA|sq measures

the probability, given initial state s and politician type t, that future policy choices,

conditional on being in state s, belong to A. We use this measure to aggregate across

periods in a way that reflects the time preferences of the voter.

Returning to the proof of part (i) of the corollary, fix state s, type t P K, and dis-
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count factor δ. Analogously to µδs,t, let µ̃δs,t denote the discounted and time-aggregated

marginal distribution over state-policy pairs ps1, x1q generated by the equilibrium pol-

icy distribution πδt of type t incumbents starting from state s, conditional on this in-

cumbent staying in office in all future periods. Consider a voting strategy, ρ̃δ, identical

to the equilibrium voting strategy ρδ except that in all states s1, ρps1, t, xq “ 1 when-

ever V I
k ps

1, t, xq ě V C
k ps

1, t, xq. By construction, ρ̃δ must also solve the voter’s optimal

retention problem (part (i) of the Unitary Actor Lemma), so that the voter achieves

the same payoffs under pπδ, ρ̃δq as under pπδ, ρδq. Notice also that by property (20), the

voter retains the type t politician with probability one in all states under strategy ρ̃δ.

Because payoffs are additively separable across time, we can write the representative

voter’s (normalized) expected discounted payoff from ps, tq, given discount factor δ, as

p1´ δqV δ
k ps, tq “ p1´ δq

8
ÿ

m“1

δm´1

ż

ps1,x1q

ukps
1, x1qµm,δs,t pdps

1, x1qq

“

ż

ps1,x1q

ukps
1, x1qµδs,tpdps

1, x1qq

“

ż

ps1,x1q

ukps
1, x1qµ̃δs,tpdps

1, x1qq. (22)

Note that the normalized values p1 ´ δqV ˚,δk ps1q belong to the compact inter-

val r0, 1s, and thus we can without loss of generality consider a subsequence vδ “

pp1 ´ δqV ˚,δk ps1qqs1PS with pointwise limit v. Let Φ
˚
psq denote the voter’s optimal

policies in state s given these limiting values v, i.e.,

Φ
˚
psq “ arg max

xPXpsq

ÿ

s1

pps1|s, xqvs1 .

Furthermore, because µ̃δs,t belongs to the set ∆pY q, which is compact with the weak*

topology, we can go to a further subsequence (if needed) such that µ̃δs,t converges

weak* to a limit µ̃. Using Theorem 4.1 and (22), we have

vs “ lim
δÑ1
p1´ δqV ˚,δk psq “ lim

δÑ1
p1´ δqV δ

k ps, tq “

ż

ps1,x1q

ukps
1, x1qµ̃pdps1, x1qq (23)

Finally, by our full support assumption on state transitions, the marginal probability

of µ̃δs,t and µ̃ on s is positive, and thus, because S is finite, the conditional measures

µ̃δs,tp¨|sq converge weak* to µ̃p¨|sq.
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Now, suppose toward a contradiction that result of part (i) of Corollary 4.2 does

not hold, so that for some ε ą 0, we have

lim inf
δÑ1

πδt pBεpΦ
˚
psqq|sq ă 1.

By the construction of the distribution µ̃δs,t from πδt , this implies that

lim inf
δÑ1

µ̃δs,tpBεpΦ
˚
psqq|sq ă 1. (24)

Since XpsqzBεpΦ
˚
psqq is compact, weak* convergence implies that

µ̃pXpsqzBεpΦ
˚
psqq|sq ą 0,

and thus there exists η ą 0 and a Borel measurable subset Y Ď XpsqzBεpΦ
˚
psqq such

that µ̃pY |sq ą 0 and for all x P Y , we have

ÿ

s1

pps1|s, xqvs1 ` η ď max
x1PXpsq

ÿ

s1

pps1|s, x1qvs1 .

Since s has positive marginal probability under µ̃, this implies

ż

ps1,x1q

ukps
1, x1qµ̃pdps1, x1qq ă max

x1PXpsq

ÿ

s1

pps1|s, x1qvs1 . (25)

Define the mapping Us:Y ˆ r0, 1s ˆ r0, 1s
S Ñ R by

Uspx|δ, vq “ p1´ δqukps, xq ` δ
ÿ

s1

pps1|s, xqvs1 ,

and note that it is jointly continuous in px, δ, vq. By definition of optimal value, we

have

vδs “ max
xPXpsq

Upx|δ, vδq.

By the theorem of the maximum, this maximized value is continuous, and taking

δ Ñ 1, we have

ż

ps1,x1q

ukps
1, x1qµ̃pdps1, x1qq “ vs “ max

xPXpsq
Upx|1, vq “ max

xPXpsq

ÿ

s1

pps1|s, xqvs1 ,

where the first equality follows from (23). This contradicts (25), however, and we

conclude that µ̃δs,tpBεpΦ
˚
psqq|sq Ñ 1, as required.
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To prove part (ii) of the corollary, first note that when the state transition is policy

independent, the value of retaining an incumbent is also independent of policy:

V I
k ps, tq “

ÿ

s1

pps1|sqVtps
1, tq,

where we remove the notational dependence of V I
k and p on policy. Moreover,

V C
k ps, t, xq is just an “average” payoff from a new office holder following policy x

in state s, i.e.,

V C
k ps, t, xq “

ÿ

t1

qtpt
1
|s, xq

ÿ

s1

pps1|sqVkps
1, t1q “

ÿ

t1

qtpt
1
|s, xqV I

k ps, t
1
q,

even if the distribution over these challengers depends on both the incumbent’s type

and on policy. Given any state s, choose t̃ P arg mint V
I
k ps, tq, and consider any x̃ in

the support of πt̃p¨|sq, and note that (20) implies

V I
k ps, t̃q ě V C

k ps, t̃, x̃q “
ÿ

t

qt̃pt|s, x̃qV
I
k ps, tq ě V I

k ps, t̃q,

which, because qt̃pk|s, x̃q ą 0, ensures that V I
k ps, t̃q “ V I

k ps, kq. But then, by the Uni-

tary Actor Lemma, congruent politicians achieve the voter’s optimal value, so that

for all t, we have

V ˚k psq ě V I
k ps, tq ě V I

k ps, t̃q “ V ˚k psq.

That is, all politician types achieve the optimal value.

B Supplementary Appendix: Existence of Equi-

libria with Accountable Politicians

We first prove the general existence of an equilibrium in which the type k politician

is accountable.

Theorem B.1. There is a Markov electoral equilibrium in which the type k politician

is accountable.

The proof follows from an application of the equilibrium existence result of Duggan

and Forand (2018), which allows the state transition to depend on the incumbent’s
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type and the electoral outcome, and which does not assume the state transition places

positive probability on all states. To apply that result, we transform our model by

specifying that if a type k incumbent is removed from office, then the game moves to

a bad state and remains at that state thereafter. Theorem 1 of Duggan and Forand

(2018) then delivers an equilibrium σ̃ of the transformed model in which type k

politicians are always re-elected, regardless of policy choice. This removes the wedge

between the incentives of the type k politician and the voter, and it allows us to

deduce that the equilibrium strategy π̃k of the type k politician is optimal for the

voter. We then map this equilibrium to a strategy profile σ of the original model,

maintaining policy strategies and modifying ρ̃ so that for all s and all x, the type

k politician is re-elected with probability one if and only if V I
k ps, k, xq ě V C

k ps, t, xq.

This preserves equilibrium conditions of σ̃, and we conclude that σ is an equilibrium

in which the type k politician is accountable.

Proof of Theorem B.1. To embed our model in the more general framework of Duggan

and Forand (2018), modifying our model by adding a bad absorbing state sb R S, and

then applying Theorem 1 of that paper. The augmented set of states is S̃ “ SYtsbu.

We then specify the state transition such that for all s, s1 P S, all t P T , all x P Xpsq,

and all electoral outcomes e P t0, 1u (with e “ 1 when the incumbent is re-elected),

p̃tps
1
|s, x, eq “

$

’

&

’

%

1 if s1 “ sb, t “ k, and e “ 0,

or if s “ sb,

pps1|s, xq else.

That is, the state transition is otherwise the same as in our model, but if a type k

politician is removed from office, then the state transitions to the absorbing bad state.

We define stage utility functions as in our model, but we assign a bad payoff to the

voter in the bad state:

ũkps, xq “

#

´2 if s “ sb,

ukps, xq else,

where we recall that stage utility uk is bounded between u “ 0 and u “ 1. With

this specification, Theorem 1 of Duggan and Forand (2018) yields a Markov electoral

equilibrium σ̃ “ pπ̃, ρ̃q.

We claim that the type k politician is re-elected in every state s ‰ sb following

every policy choice. Intuitively, this follows because the voter strictly prefers to
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avoid reaching the bad state sb from any state s ‰ sb, so that he re-elects the type k

politician following any policy choice: for all x P Xpsq, we have ρ̃ps, k, xq “ 1. Indeed,

consider any policy choice x P Xpsq by a type k incumbent at state s ‰ sb. The voter’s

discounted payoff from re-electing the incumbent is at least equal to ´2δ
1´δ

, and this

is strictly greater than the payoff of electing a challenger, which is ´2
1´δ

. By part (ii)

of the definition of equilibrium, the voter re-elects the incumbent, establishing the

claim.

Next, we establish that the type k politician’s policy strategy πk solves the repre-

sentative dynamic programming problem: Ṽkps, kq “ V ˚k psq for all s ‰ sb. Intuitively,

this follows because in the equilibrium σ̃ of the augmented model, the type k politi-

cian’s expected discounted office benefit at every state s ‰ sb for every policy choice

x P Xpsq is β
1´δ

. Therefore, since office benefits are constant with respect to her policy

choice, the type k politician implements the policies that the voter would choose in

her place. Formally, because she is always re-elected, the type k politician solves

max
xPXpsq

ũkps, xq ` δṼ
I
k ps, t, xq `

β

1´ δ
,

in each state s ‰ sb. Equivalently, for each s ‰ sb, πkp¨|sq places probability one on

solutions to

max
xPXpsq

ukps, xq ` δ
ÿ

s1

pps1|s, xqṼkps, kq,

and thus

Ṽkps, kq “ max
xPXpsq

ukps, xq ` δ
ÿ

s1

pps1|s, xqṼkps, kq.

We conclude that Ṽkp¨, kq solves the Bellman equation for the voter, and thus Ṽkps, kq “

V ˚k psq for all s ‰ sb.

We map σ̃ to a strategy profile σ in our model by defining πt as the restriction of

π̃t to S, and we define ρ so that for all s P S and all x P Xpsq,

ρps, t, xq “

$

’

&

’

%

ρ̃ps, t, xq if t ‰ k,

1 if t “ k and Ṽ I
k ps, k, xq ě Ṽ C

k ps, xq,

0 else.

Let Vtps, t
1q, V I

t ps, t
1, xq, and V C

t ps, t
1, xq denote the continuation values generated by

σ in our model. In particular, the type k politician chooses optimally for the voter in
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σ, and thus for all s P S and all x P supppπkp¨|sqq, we have

V I
k ps, k, xq “

ÿ

s1

pps1|s, xqVkps
1, kq “

ÿ

s1

pps1|s, xqV ˚k ps
1
q ě V C

k ps
1, xq.

Then the type k politician is re-elected with probability one at all states s P S, which

implies that the continuation values Vt, V
I
t , and V C

t agree with Ṽt, Ṽ
I
t , and Ṽ C

t at all

s ‰ sb. Finally, we conclude that σ is a Markov electoral equilibrium of our model,

and that the type k politician is accountable, as required.

The Markov electoral equilibrium established in Theorem B.1 exists generally,

but it delivers no restrictions on the policy choices of type t ‰ k politicians. Because

these types have different policy goals than the voter, the possibility of accountability

depends on their willingness to compromise their policy choices, and this rests on

their desire to stay in office.

Theorem B.2. If δβ is large, then there is an electoral equilibrium in which all

politician types are accountable.

In contrast to the equilibrium existence proof of Theorem B.1, the proof of The-

orem B.2 proceeds by a straightforward equilibrium construction.

Proof of Theorem B.2. Let φ be an optimal policy rule for the voter. Define policy

strategies such that for all s and all t, πtptφpsqu|sq “ 1, and define the voting strategy

such that for all s, all t, and all x P Xpsq, we have ρps, t, xq “ 1 if x “ φpsq,

and ρps, t, xq “ 0 otherwise. Obviously, all politician types are accountable under

strategy profile σ “ pπ, ρq. Because the voter is indifferent between the incumbent

and the challenger following any policy choice in any state, it follows that ρ satisfies

the conditions for equilibrium: because Vkps, tq “ V ˚k psq for all s and all t, then for

every policy x P Xpsq we have

V I
k ps, t, xq ´ V

C
k ps, xq “

ÿ

s1

pps1|s, xq rVkps
1, tq ´ V ˚k ps

1
qs “ 0.

To verify that policy policy strategies πt are optimal for all politicians in all states,

let V φ
t psq denote the expected policy utility to the type t office holder from following

the rule φ in state s and thereafter:

V φ
t psq “ utps, φpsqq ` δ

ÿ

s1

pps1|s, φpsqqV φ
t ps

1
q.
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Then the total expected payoff from following the rule φ in state s, and holding office

in perpetuity, is V φ
t psq`

β
1´δ

. The expected payoff from deviating to x ‰ φpsq in state

s, and then being replaced by a challenger, is no more than u
1´δ
`β. Therefore, using

the normalization u “ 1 and u “ 0, a sufficient condition for office holder t to follow

the policy rule φ in all states s is δβ
1´δ

ě 1, as required.
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